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Sholokhov (IRE) 

    
Sadler's Wells (USA) 

    Northern Dancer 
Fairy Bridge (USA) 

La Meilleure 

 

Lord Gayle (USA) 
Gradille 

Always Present (IRE) 
(1998) 

 

Presenting (GB) 

 

Mtoto 
D'Azy 

Strong Opinion 

 

Strong Gale 
Fair Tinker 

E.B.F. Nominated.       IRE Qualified 
This gelding is unbroken and will be driving in long reins by time of Sale. Sold with 
Veterinary Certificate. (See Conditions of Sale.) 
 
1st Dam 
ALWAYS PRESENT (IRE): placed once over hurdles at 6 years and winner over fences 

and placed once; also 2 wins in point-to-points at 6 years; dam of one winner and 
three PTP winners from 8 runners and 13 foals; 
SCOTCHTOWN (IRE) (2012 g. by Beneficial (GB)): 2 wins over hurdles at 4 years and 

£13,116 and placed twice and placed 7 times over fences and £12,337; also placed 
once in a point-to-point at 4 years. 

Adamstown (IRE) (2008 g. by Flemensfirth (USA)): placed once in a N.H. Flat Race at 5 
years; also placed twice over fences; also 3 wins in point-to-points. 

Tommy O'Dwyer (IRE) (2009 g. by Milan (GB)): placed twice over hurdles at 5 and 6 
years and placed once over fences; also 3 wins in point-to-points. 

Dimpy Mulligan (IRE) (2010 f. by Bach (IRE)): winner of a point-to-point at 6 years. 
Never Present (IRE) (2018 g. by Mahler (GB)): ran in a point-to-point at 5 years, 2023. 

She also has a 4-y-o filly by Sans Frontieres (IRE). 
 
2nd Dam 
STRONG OPINION: unraced; dam of three winners from 6 runners and 9 foals inc.; 

FARMER GRANT (IRE): 3 wins over fences and £23,949 and placed 3 times; also 
winner of a point-to-point at 5 years. 

LOW REACTOR (IRE): winner over fences at 6 years and placed once. 
Thats The Lot (IRE): ran once in a N.H. Flat Race at 5 years; dam of winners inc.: 

SRETAW (IRE): 3 wins at 4 and 5 years and £79,060; dam of BENZ (IRE): placed 
once at 4 years, 2022; also winner over hurdles at 4 years, 2022. 

WEAKFIELD (IRE): winner over hurdles at 6 years and placed twice and winner 
over fences at 6 years; also winner of a point-to-point at 4 years. 

Fairthyne (IRE): unraced; dam of a winner: 
Nakajima Nate (IRE): 2 wins, £18,630: winner over hurdles at 6 years and 

placed 3 times and winner over fences and £12,395 and placed 3 times inc. 
2nd Kilbegnet Novice Chase, Roscommon, Gr.3. 

 
3rd Dam 
FAIR TINKER: placed twice in point-to-points at 5 years; dam of one winner and one PTP 

winner from 5 runners and 7 foals; 
Polly Tinkerton: 4 wins: winner at 6 years and placed 4 times; also 2 wins in 

N.H. Flat Races at 4 and 5 years and placed 4 times; also winner over hurdles and 
placed 3 times inc. 3rd Boyne Hurdle, Navan, L.; dam of PTP winners: 
Lady Dante (IRE): unraced; dam of DANCING TORNADO (IRE): 9 wins, 

£203,536: 2 wins in N.H. Flat Races at 5 and 6 years and £10,607; also 4 
wins over hurdles and £79,179 and placed 19 times inc. 2nd Brown Lad H. 
Hurdle, Naas, Gr.3 (twice) and 3rd B. O'Sullivan Frayden Haulage H. Hurdle, 
Killarney, Gr.3 and 3 wins over fences and £113,750 inc. Greenmount Park 
Novice Chase, Limerick, Gr.2, placed 4 times inc. 2nd Kerry National H. Chase, 
Listowel, Gr.1 and Paddy Power Gold Cup H. Chase, Cheltenham, Gr.3. 

Extra Chance: winner of a point-to-point; dam of winners and a PTP winner inc.: 
Tawnies (IRE): placed 3 times over hurdles and 3 wins over fences and placed 

10 times inc. 2nd Grand National Trial H. Chase, Punchestown, Gr.3 and 3rd 
Pat Taaffe H. Chase, Punchestown, Gr.2 and Imperial Call Chase, Cork, L. 

 


